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ON HOMOLOGY OF VIRTUAL BRAIDS
AND BURAU REPRESENTATION
Vladimir V. Vershinin
Abstract. Virtual knots arise in the study of Gauss diagrams and Vassiliev invari-
ants of usual knots. The group of virtual braids on n strings V Bn and its Burau
representation to GLnZ[t, t−1] also can be considered. The homological properties
of the series of groups V Bn and its Burau representation are studied. The following
splitting of infinite loop spaces is proved for the plus-construction of the classifying
space of the virtual braid group on the infinite number of strings:
Z× BV B+
∞
≃ Ω∞S∞ × S1 × Y,
where Y is an infinite loop space. Connections with K∗Z are discussed.
1. Introduction
Virtual knots were introduced recently by L. Kauffman [K] and studied also by
M. Goussarov, M. Polyak and O. Viro [GPV]. The main motivation lies in the
theory of Gauss diagrams and Gauss codes of knots [K, PV]. Namely, for any knot
diagram it is possible to construct its Gauss diagram and form its Gauss code. The
example of a Gauss diagram of a knot is given on the Figure 1.
s
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Fig. 1
The Gauss code of this Gauss diagram is the following:
O1U2O3U1O2U3,
where figures mean the crossing points and the symbol “O” means overcrossing and
the symbol “U” means undercrossing at this point. The problem is that not every
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Gauss diagram (or Gauss code) corresponds to some knot. To escape this difficulty
virtual knots were introduced. Really virtual knots are those whose Gauss diagram
is not a Gauss diagram of any proper knot. L. Kauffman generalized many notions
from the classical knot theory to virtual knots, such as fundamental group, rack,
quandle, Kauffman and Jones polynomials. M. Goussarov, M. Polyak and O. Viro
[GPV] proved that the analogues of the upper and the lower presentations of the
classical fundamental group of a knot give two different groups for virtual knots.
They also investigated virtual knots from the point of view of Vassiliev invariants.
Virtual braids correspond naturally to virtual knots. Some other generaliza-
tions of braids were introduced during the last several years. These are the braid-
permutation group BPn of R. Fenn, R. Rima´nyi and C. Rourke [FRR] and the
Baez-Birman monoid SBn [Ba, Bi2] which embeds into the singular braid group
SGn [FKR] (see also the description of these objects in the section 3 of the present
papaer). Virtual braids are connected closely with both of them. They have the
generators of the same types and the relations for virtual braids are of one type of
relations for the braid-permutation group, which do not belong to the Baez-Birman
monoid. All these three types of groups contain the classical braid groups. Burau
representation is defined naturally for the virtual braids and the braid-permutation
group, generalizing the classical Burau representation [Bu, Bi1].
Cohomologies of classical braid groups appeared in the papers of V. I. Arnold
[Arn1, Arn2]. Their study is connected with various mathematical disciplines and
questions. The classical Burau representation was considered from homotopical
point of view by F. Cohen [C]. Cohomologies of the singular braid group SGn and
of the braid-permutation group were studied by the author [Ve]. In the present
paper we apply the methods of [Ve] to the investigation of homological properties
of the virtual braid group and its Burau representation.
2. Virtual Braid Group
The following analogues of Reidemeister moves were considered for virtual knots
[K, GPV]:
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It was emphasized in [GPV] that the following relation does not fulfill for virtual
knots.
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Fig. 5. Forbidden move
We can introduce the virtual braid group by the analogy with the classical braid
group. The difference is that the two types of crossings are allowed: 1) as usual
braids, what is shown at the Figure 6, or 2) as an intersection of lines on the plane
as depicted at the Figure 7.
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This group is given by the following set of generators: {ζi, σi, i = 1, 2, ..., n−1}
and relations: 

ζ2i = 1,
ζiζj = ζjζi, if |i− j| > 1,
ζiζi+1ζi = ζi+1ζiζi+1.
The symmetric group relations
(1)
{
σiσj = σjσi, if |i− j| > 1,
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1.
The braid group relations
{
σiζj = ζjσi, if |i− j| > 1,
ζiζi+1σi = σi+1ζiζi+1.
The mixed relations
The generator σi corresponds to the canonical generator of the braid group Brn
and is depicted at the Figure 8.
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Fig. 8
The generators ζi correspond to the intersection of lines and is depicted at the
Figure 9.
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Fig. 9
A homomorphism jn from the classical braid group Brn
jn : Brn → V Bn.
is evidently defined by the formulas
jn(σi) = σi.
We define the category VB by analogy with the case of the classical braids. Its
objects {0, 1, ...} correspond to integer numbers from 0 to infinity and morphisms
are defined by the formula:
hom(k, l) =
{
V Bk, if k = l,
∅, if k 6= l.
The pairings
µm,n : V Bm × V Bn → V Bm+n,
are defined in a usual way by the formulas
µm,n(σ
′
i) = σi, µm,n(ζ
′
i) = ζi;
σ′i, ζ
′
i ∈ V Bm; σi, ζi ∈ V Bm+n;
µm,n(σ
′′
j ) = σj+m, µm,n(ζ
′′
j ) = ζj+m;
σ′′i , ζ
′′
i ∈ V Bn; σj+m, ζj+m ∈ V Bm+n.
Geometrically this pairing is defined the same way as for the classical braid groups:
we add (for example on the right) a braid with n strings to a braid withm strings. It
is evident that the pairings for virtual braids agree with the corresponding pairings
for the classical braid groups. They define a strict monoidal category VB and
homomorphisms jn define the functor from the strict monoidal category B generated
by the braid groups:
J : B → VB,
which is a morphism of monoidal categories.
We remind that the category B is a braided category as defined by A. Joyal and
R. Street [JS]. This means that there is given a system of isomorphisms of objects
σm,n : m+ n→ n+m ,
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natural with respect to morphisms from m to itself and from n to itself and satisfy-
ing the properties of coherence B1 and B2 from [JS]. A braided category becomes
symmetric monoidal category if its braiding satisfies the additional property:
σm,nσn,m = 1m+n .
We consider the following system of elements as a braiding c in B
σm...σ1σm+1...σ2...σn+m−1...σn ∈ Brm+n.
Graphically it is depicted at the Figure 10.
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Fig. 10
Because of the forbidden move (Fig. 5) it does not follow that the image of the
braiding c in the category B by the functor J defines a braiding in the category
VB.
3. The Braid-Permutation Group and the Baez-Birman Monoid
Let Fn be the free group of rank n with the set of generators {x1, ..., xn} and
AutFn be the automorphisms group of Fn. There are the standard inclusions of the
symmetric group Σn and the braid group Brn into AutFn. They can be described
in the following way. Let ξi ∈ AutFn, i = 1, 2, ..., n− 1, be given by the formula of
the action on the generators:
(2)


xi 7→ xi+1
xi+1 7→ xi
xj 7→ xj , j 6= i, i+ 1.
Let σi ∈ AutFn, i = 1, 2, ..., n− 1, be given by the formula of the action on the on
generators:
(3)


xi 7→ xi+1
xi+1 7→ x
−1
i+1xixi+1
xj 7→ xj , j 6= i, i+ 1.
If we map the standard generators of the symmetric group to ξi and the standard
generators of the braid group to σi, then we get the monomorphisms tΣ and tB of
groups:
tΣ : Σn → AutFn,
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tB : Brn → AutFn.
Let BPn be the subgroup of AutFn, generated by the both sets of automor-
phisms ξi and σi of (2) and (3). It is called the braid-permutation group. R. Fenn,
R. Rima´nyi and C. Rourke proved [FRR] that this group is given by the following
set of generators: {ξi, σi, i = 1, 2, ..., n−1} and relations: the braid group relations
for the generators σi (the same as in (1)), and also:

ξ2i = 1,
ξiξj = ξjξi, if |i− j| > 1,
ξiξi+1ξi = ξi+1ξiξi+1.
The symmetric group relations

σiξj = ξjσi, if |i− j| > 1,
ξiξi+1σi = σi+1ξiξi+1,
σiσi+1ξi = ξi+1σiσi+1.
The mixed relations
R. Fenn, R. Rima´nyi and C. Rourke gave the geometrical interpretation of BPn
as a group of welded braids. At first they define a welded braid diagram on n strings
as a collection of n monotone arcs starting from n points at a horizontal line of a
plane (the top of the diagram) and going down to n points at another horizontal
line (the bottom of the diagram). It is allowed for them to have crossings of two
types: 1) as usual braids, what is shown at the Figure 6, or 2) to have welds as
depicted at the Figure 11.
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An example of a welded braid diagram is shown at the Figure 12.
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Fig. 12
The composition of welded braid diagrams on n strings is defined by stacking.
The diagram with no crossings or welds is an identity with respect to this composi-
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tion. So the set of welded braid diagrams on n strings forms a semi-group denoted
by WDn.
R. Fenn, R. Rima´nyi and C. Rourke define the following types of allowable moves
on welded braid diagrams. They are depicted at the Figures 13-16.
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The move from the Figure 16 is the geometric form of the commutativity from the
mixed relations. There are also analogous moves corresponding to the commuta-
tivity from the symmetric group and the braid group relations.
A welded braid is defined as an equivalence class of welded braid diagrams under
allowable moves. R. Fenn, R. Rima´nyi and C. Rourke proved that welded braids
form a group and this group is isomorphic to the braid-permutation group BPn.
The generator σi corresponds to the canonical generator of the braid group Brn
and is depicted at the Figure 8. The generators ξi correspond to the welded braids
depicted at the Figure 17.
It is also possible to consider welded braids as objects of a 3-dimensional space.
We regard them as imbedded in the positive half (with respect to the third coor-
dinate) of a 3-dimensional space, while the welds are supposed to belong to the
two-dimensional plane with the third coordinate equal to zero. Hence strings are
not allowed to move behind welds.
The Baez-Birman monoid SBn (or generalized braid monoid, or singular braid
monoid) [Ba, Bi2] is defined as a monoid with generators σi, σ
−1
i , ai, i = 1, ..., n−1,
and relations
σiσj = σjσi, if |i− j| > 1,
aiaj = ajai, if |i− j| > 1,
aiσj = σjai, if |i− j| 6= 1,
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1,
σiσi+1ai = ai+1σiσi+1,
σi+1σiai+1 = aiσi+1σi,
σiσ
−1
i = σ
−1
i σi = 1.
In pictures σi corresponds to canonical generator of the braid group (right-handed
crossing) and ai represents an intersection of the ith and (i + 1)st strand, just as
in Figures 8 and 17. More detailed geometric interpretation of the Baez-Birman
monoid can be found in the paper of J. Birman [Bi2].
A homomorphism kn from the braid group Brn is evidently defined:
kn : Brn → SBn.
R. Fenn, E. Keyman and C. Rourke proved in [FKR] that the Baez-Birman monoid
embeds in a group SGn which they call the singular braid group:
SBn → SGn.
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It means that the elements ai become invertible and all the relations of SBn remain
true.
We see that in the two types of mixed relations of the braid-permutation group
one comes from the virtual braid group and another one comes from the Baez-
Birman monoid. Comparing presentations of the virtual braid group and the braid-
permutation group the evident epimorphism can be defined by the formulas:
p(ζi) = ξi,
p(σi) = σi.
Considering the braid-permutation group as a subgroup of the automorphism group
of the free group AutFn we see that the homomorphism p defines a representation
of the virtual braid group in AutFn.
4. Burau Representation
Let us map the generators of the braid-permutation group BPn to the following
elements of the group GLnZ[t, t
−1]
(4) σi 7→


Ei−1 0 0 0
0 1− t t 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 En−i−1

 ,
(5) ξi 7→


Ei−1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 En−i−1

 .
Proposition 1. The formulas (4) and (5) define correctly the representation of
the braid-permutation group in GLnZ[t, t
−1]:
r : BPn → GLnZ[t, t
−1].
Proof. If follows from the Fox free differential calculus or can be checked directly.

We denote by BuPn the image in GLnZ[t, t
−1] of the braid-permutation group,
which is also the image of the virtual braid group. So we have the homomorphisms:
V Bn
p
−→ BPn
r
−→ BuPn.
We need the following simple fact about the group V Bn.
Proposition 2. The abelianizations of V Pn and BuPn, 2 ≤ n ≤ ∞, are both
equal to Z/2⊕ Z:
BVn/[V Bn, V Bn] ∼= Z/2⊕ Z,
BuPn/[BuPn, BuPn] ∼= Z/2⊕ Z.
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The homomorphisms p and r become isomorphisms after the abelianization.
Proof. We follow the lines of the proof of the analogous fact for the braid-permutation
group [Ve]. Let us add new relations to that of the virtual braid group V Bn:
ζi = ζj for all i and j,
σi = σj for all i and j,
and obtain the epimorphism
abV B : V Bn → Z/2⊕ Z.
On the other hand if we consider the free product of the symmetric and the braid
groups Σn∗Brn, we obtain from the universality that the homomorphism of abelian-
ization for the group Σn ∗Brn can be defined as the composition
abΣn∗Brn : Σn ∗Brn
abΣ∗abBr−→ Z/2 ∗ Z→ Z/2⊕ Z,
where the second map is the canonical epimorphism. Consider the homomorphism
abΣ∗Brn as the composition
Σn ∗Brn → V Bn
abV B−→ Z/2⊕ Z,
where the first map is the canonical epimorphism. Again using the universality we
see that abVB is the abelianization of V Bn. For the group V Bn the assertion is
proved. The determinant of the matrix in (5) is equal to −t and the determinant
of the matrix in (4) is equal to −1. So we have an epimorphism to Z/2 ⊕ Z. The
rest of the proof follows from the first part. 
There is an epimorphism
αn : V Bn → Z,
which is given by the formulas
ζi 7→ 0 for all i,
σi 7→ 1 for all i.
It follows from the relations, that there exists the epimorphism
φn : V Bn → Σn,
defined by the formulas:
φn(ζi) = ζi,
φn(σi) = ζi.
Its composition with the canonical inclusion νn of Σn in V Bn is equal to the identity
map of Σn. These homomorphisms generate maps of classifying spaces Bνn and
Bφn, such that their composition
BΣn → BV Bn → BΣn
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is equal to identity. We have also the inclusion jn of the braid group in V Bn, which
generates the map of classifying spaces:
BBrn → BBVn.
The composition of jn and φn gives the canonical epimorphism:
τn : Brn → Σn.
We denote by Z a strict monoidal (tensor) category whose objects {0, 1, ...}
correspond to integer numbers from 0 to infinity and morphisms are defined by the
formula:
hom(k, l) =
{
Z, if k = l,
∅, if k 6= l.
The product in Z is defined on objects by the sum of nonnegative numbers and on
morphisms by the sum of integer numbers. This category has a symmetry which is
equal to zero element for all m and n. The homomorphisms αn induce a morphism
of permutative categories
A : VB → Z
and maps of classifying spaces
Bαn : BVBn → S
1.
We denote by γ an inclusion of the group Z into Brn:
γ : Z→ Brn.
when the generator of the cyclic group is mapped to one of the generators σi, say,
σ1: γ(1) = σ1.
Theorem 1. There exist maps
ψV : BΣ×BBr → BV B
+,
and
βV : ΩB(∐n≥0BV Bn)→ Ω
∞S∞ × S1,
such that the map ψV becomes a loop map after the group completion, the map βV
is an infinite loop map and it splits by the map
Z×BΣ+ × S1
Id×(Bγ)+
−→ Z×BΣ+ ×BBr+
Id×ψ+
V−→ Z×BV B+.
If an infinite loop space Y is a fibre of the map βV , then it fits for the following
splitting of the infinite loop spaces:
ΩB(∐n≥0BV Bn) ≃ Ω
∞S∞ × S1 × Y.
The same is true for the groups BuPn: the exist the maps ψP and βP with analogous
properties and they commute with the maps ψV and βV and corresponding maps
for the braid-permutation group with the help of maps induced by p and r.
Proof. We follow the lines of work [Ve]. The category VB becomes a permutative
category with the symmetry defined by the elements
ζm,n = ζm...ζ1ζm+1...ζ2...ζn+m−1...ζn ∈ V Bm+n.
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It is evident that
ζ2 = 1.
By definition, the naturality of the symmetry ζ means that the following equality
ζm, n · µ(b′m, b
′′
n) = µ(b
′′
n, b
′
m) · ζm, n, b
′
m ∈ V Bm, b
′′
n ∈ V Bn,
is fulfilled. This is equivalent to the expression
ζm, n · µ(b′m, b
′′
n) · ζm, n = µ(b
′′
n, b
′
m),
which means that the conjugation by the element ζm, n transforms the elements
of V Bm × V Bn, canonically lying in V Bm+n, into the corresponding elements of
V Bn × V Bm. The elements ζm, n define a symmetry for the category formed by
symmetric groups, so, for checking the naturality of ζ in VB it remains to verify the
naturality for the generators σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, m ≤ i ≤ m + n. Let us consider
the corresponding conjugation:
ζm...ζ1ζm+1...ζ2...ζn+m−1...ζnσiζn...ζn+m−1...ζ2ζm+1ζ1...ζm.
If i > n, we use the relation
ζi−1σiζi−1 = ζiσi−1ζi.
We have:
ζm...ζ1ζm+1...ζ2...ζn+m−1...ζnσiζn...ζn+m−1...ζ2ζm+1ζ1...ζm =
ζm...ζ1ζm+1...ζ2...ζn+m−1...ζi−1σiζi−1...ζn+m−1...ζ2ζm+1ζ1...ζm =
ζm...ζ1ζm+1...ζ2...ζn+m−1...ζi+1σi−1ζiζi−1ζi−1...ζn+m−1...ζ2ζm+1ζ1...ζm =
... = σi−n.
If i < n, we use the relation
ζiσi+1ζi = ζi+σiζi+1.
We have:
ζm...ζ1ζm+1...ζ2...ζn+m−1...ζnσiζn...ζn+m−1...ζ2...ζm+1ζ1...ζm =
ζm...ζ1ζm+1...ζ2...ζiζi+m...ζi+2ζi+1σiζi+1...ζi+m...ζ2ζm+1ζ1...ζm =
ζm...ζ1ζm+1...ζ2...ζiζi+m...ζi+2ζiσi+1ζiζi+2...ζi+m...ζ1...ζm =
ζm...ζ1ζm+1...ζ2...ζi+1ζi+m...ζi+2σi+1ζi+2...ζi+mζi+1...ζ2...ζm+1ζ1...ζm = ... =
= σi+m.
The conditions of coherence are fulfilled trivially. For the condition B1 of [JS] we
have identically:
ζm...ζ1ζm+1...ζ2...ζn+m−1...ζn · ζm+n...ζn+1ζm+n+1...ζn+2...ζn+m+q−1...ζn+q =
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= ζm...ζ1ζm+1...ζ2...ζn+m+q−1...ζn+q.
For B2 it is also evident:
ζm+n...ζm+1ζm+n+1...ζm+2...ζn+m+q−1...ζm+q · ζm...ζ1ζm+1...ζ2...ζm+q−1...ζq =
= ζm+n...ζ1ζm+n+1...ζ2...ζm+n+q−1...ζq.
So, we proved that the category VB is a permutative category. The morphism A is
a morphism of permutative categories and hence induces the map of infinite loop
spaces
ΩB(∐n≥0BVBn)→ S
1.
Analogously the homomorphisms φn generate the morphism of the permutative
categories
VB → Σ
and the corresponding infinite loop map
ΩB(∐n≥0BVBn)→ Ω
∞S∞.
We denote by βV the following composition:
ΩB(∐n≥0BVBn)
diag
−→ ΩB(∐n≥0BV Bn)× ΩB(∐n≥0BV Bn)→ Ω
∞S∞ × S1.
The homomorphisms ν and j induce the map of products of classifying spaces:
BΣ×BBr → BV B ×BV B.
The space BV B+ is an H-space, so there exists a map
µ : BV B+ ×BVB+ → BV B+.
Let us consider now the composition f :
BΣ×BBr
Bν×Bj
−→ BV B ×BV B
q×q
−→ BV B+ ×BVB+
µ
−→ BV B+,
where q is the canonical map to the plus-construction
q : BV B → BV B+.
From the construction we see that the map
BΣ
equiv
−→ BΣ× ∗
id×incl
−→ BΣ×BBr
f
−→ BV B+
is homotopic to qBν, and the map
BBr
equiv
−→ ∗ ×BBr
incl×id
−→ BΣ×BBr
f
→ BV B+
is homotopic to qBj. Using the fact that Z×BV B+ is a loop space, we change a
little the map
qBj : BBr→ BV B+,
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and define the map
g : BBr→ BV B+
by the formula
g(b) = (qBτ(b))−1 · qBj(b), b ∈ BBr.
In this case the composition
B+φ · g : BBr → BΣ+
is homotopic to zero. We denote by ψ the following composition
BΣ×BBr
Bν×g
−→ BV B ×BV B
q×q
−→ BVB+ ×BV B+
µ
−→ BV B+
and by χ the composition
BΣ× S1
id×Bγ
−→ BΣ×BBr
ψ
−→ BVB+.
So, the composition
BΣ×BBr
ψ
−→ BVB+
B+φ×B+α
−→ BΣ+ × S1
is homotopic to the product q ×Bα and the composition
BΣ× S1
χ
−→ BV B+
B+φ×B+α
−→ BΣ+ × S1
is the canonical map from a space to its plus-construction. It gives the following
splitting:
BΣ+ × S1
χ+
−→ BV B+
B+φ×B+α
−→ BΣ+ × S1.
The proof for the groups BuPn is the same. We notice only that K1Z[t, t
−1] is
isomorphic to the group of units of the ring Z[t, t−1] which is isomorphic to Z/2⊕Z:
Z[t, t−1]∗ ∼= Z/2⊕ Z,
and the map is given by determinant:
GL(Z[t, t−1])
det
−→ Z[t, t−1]∗ .

It follows from the Proposition 1 that Burau representation defines a map
BVB+ → BGL(Z[t, t−1])+.
Let us consider the homomorphism of homotopy groups that it induces.
(6) pi∗(BV B
+)→ pi∗(BGL(Z[t, t
−1])+.
On the left hand side of (6) we have pi∗(Ω
∞S∞ × S1 × Y ) ∼= piS∗ ⊕ pi∗(S
1)⊕ pi∗(Y ),
where piS∗ are the stable homotopy groups of spheres, and on the right hand side
K∗Z[t, t
−1] ∼= K∗Z⊕K∗−1Z.
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Proposition 3. The map (6) on the level of pi1 generates an epimorphism, which
is an isomorphism on the direct summand:
pi1(Ω
∞S∞ × S1)
≃
−→ K1Z⊕K0Z ∼= Z/2⊕ Z
For the summand pi∗(Ω
∞S∞) the map (6) factors through K∗Z where it is equal to
the canonical homomorphism
(7) piS∗ → K∗Z.
The proof follows directly from constructions. 
The map (7) as well as the groups K∗Z were studied in algebraic K-theory (see,
for example [Q, We]). The ranks of the groupsK∗Z were calculated by A. Borel [Bo].
Results of V. Voevodsky [Vo] allowed to C. Weibel [W] (with some clarifications of
J. Rognes and C. Weibel [RW]) to complete the determination of the 2-torsion in
the groups K∗Z.
Initially D. Quillen [Q] considered the commutative diagram
BΣ+ −−−−→ BO
↓ ↓
BGL(Z)+ −−−−→ BGL(R)
and used the results of J. F. Adams on J-homomorphism [Ad]. When i is 8k + 1
or 8k+2, the 2-torsion part of KiZ is equal to Z/2 and is generated by the images
of Adams’ elements µi ∈ pi
S
∗ . When i = 8k + 3 the 2-subgroup of the image of
J-homomorphism is Z/8 and is contained in the 2-subgroup of KiZ equal to Z/16.
When i = 8k+7 the 2-subgroup of the image of J-homomorphism is equal to Z/wj
and is isomorphic to the 2-subgroup of KiZ, where j = 4(k + 1) and wj is the
largest power of 2 dividing 4j.
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